Persistence of high diversity in non-equilibrium ecological communities: implications for modern and fossil ecosystems
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Explaining the origin and maintenance of biodiversity is critical for understanding the potential consequences of present-day environmental change on ecological communities, as well as the evolutionary history of ecosystems in the Earth’s past. Much effort in theoretical ecology has focused on identifying mechanisms that promote stable coexistence of species at equilibrium. However, in a consumer–resource model of competition along an environmental gradient, high-diversity assemblages have the potential to persist in non-equilibrium states for millions of generations with very little species loss. Species’ populations in such competitively accommodated communities show slow drift; if disrupted, they rapidly reorganize into alternative persistent states. Fossil examples of prolonged ecological stability lasting 1–5 Myr punctuated by rapid reorganization (e.g. brachiopods from the Permian Reef of west Texas) suggest that some palaeocommunities represent a record of periodically disrupted transient states rather than stable equilibria. The similarity between the theoretical results reported here and palaeontological data suggests that the maintenance of high-diversity communities, both in the past and present, may reflect long-duration, non-equilibrium transient dynamics. If so, this has implications for the response of such communities to present-day environmental change, as well as for the evolution of lineages in such systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A central goal of ecology is to understand the mechanisms by which biodiversity has originated and is maintained. However, because ecological communities are complex, dynamic systems that change and evolve over timescales from seconds to geological eons, their state at any moment in time is contingent upon their state in the past. Information on past ecological states is typically only available from the fossil record, and although temporal resolution of fossil data is limited, numerous studies have demonstrated that fossils can preserve useful information on diversity and abundance [1–3], and often reveal unexpected patterns.

Fossil data have provided important insights into the nature of extant communities [4–7], but even long-extinct palaeosystems can provide valuable tests of process-based ecological theory at temporal and spatial scales that cannot be approached using living organisms. For example, an important, novel pattern observed in some high-diversity fossil communities displays apparent compositional stability lasting 1–5 Myr punctuated by brief episodes of reorganization [8–12]. Communities governed by processes promoting stable coexistence of species [13,14] are predicted to return to their original state after being perturbed, unlike some fossil examples. Communities operating under neutral model conditions are predicted to display stochastically drifting species abundances rather than a compositional steady state [15–19], unlike the stability observed in fossil examples [4,5,8]. Understanding the dynamics of high-diversity communities over longer durations than are possible from the human record of observation is critical for understanding the trajectory of present-day ecosystems as they respond to the ongoing environmental perturbations [7].

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model used here [20–24] describes population dynamics in a community of species competing for a common resource distributed along a linear environmental gradient (of length L). Each species is assigned a utilization curve, $G_i(x)$, describing its resource consumption efficiency at every location on the gradient (figure 1). The rate of population size change of species $i$ is

$$\frac{dN_i}{dt} = N_i \left[ b_i \left( \int G_i(x) R(x) dx - d_i \right) \right],$$

where $N_i$ = total population size of species $i$, $t$ = time, $b_i$ = conversion rate of consumed resource, $d_i$ = per capita death rate and $R(x)$ = amount of available resource as a function of position $x$ along the environmental


Figure 1. Utilization functions. The 20 curves presented here correspond to the first 20 species used in the simulations in figure 2. Red, species in figure 2a; blue, species in figure 2b; green, species in figures 2c.

gradient. Change in $R(x)$ is

$$\frac{dR(x)}{dt} = I(x) - E(x)R(x) - \sum_{i=1}^{S} C_i(x)R(x)N_i,$$

where $I(x)$ = influx of the resource at location $x$, $E(x)$ = proportion of resource lost at location $x$ and $S$ = number of species.

In the simulations presented here, $I(x)$ and $E(x)$ were both set as constants along the gradient and through time, and $b_i$ and $d_i$ were the same for all species. $C_i(x)$ was modelled using a Gaussian function (figure 1) with the niche optimum of species $i$ equal to the mean ($\mu$) and the niche width equal to the standard deviation ($\sigma$). A variety of other symmetrical, unimodal utilization functions—truncated Gaussian, parabolic [24], triangular and single-cycle sine curve—were found to produce results comparable with those presented here. In a given simulation, each species’ niche optimum was placed randomly along the environmental gradient and its niche width was chosen randomly within a specified range of possible values. The utilization function of each species was defined so that the integral $\int C_i(x)dx$ equalled one (i.e. all species had equal total consumption efficiency and no species could consume more resource than was actually available). In order to avoid artifactual edge effects resulting from truncation of species’ utilization curves, the gradient was made circular [25,26], effectively allowing species to draw upon resources and interact with competitors beyond the ends of the modelled gradient. All simulations were implemented using the LSODE solver [27] in OCTAVE v. 3.2.3 (www.octave.org; code included in the electronic supplementary material); both relative and absolute tolerance parameters were set to the default value of $1.49012 \times 10^{-8}$.

3. RESULTS

(a) Competitive accommodation

The number and intensity of interspecific interactions along a gradient is measured by packing density $(p = S_0L)$, which scales the number of direct interactions per species (determined by niche width and total diversity) to the length of the gradient. With low initial packing density, the system rapidly reaches a state of stable coexistence resulting from niche differentiation along the gradient (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1)—that is, as previous authors have recognized when analysing consumer–resource models with a small number of species, surviving taxa at steady state are spaced out to minimize niche overlap along the gradient [23,28–31]. However, increased initial packing density results in long-duration transient states [32] that accommodate high diversity by delaying competitive exclusion for millions to tens of millions of generations (potentially geological timescales). In the transient state, population trajectories follow slowly shifting, deterministic paths that are sensitive to their initial sizes, but they converge on steady states that are independent of initial values (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(b) Role of competition in structuring model communities

In order to investigate the relative importance of initial population size values versus the strength of competitive interactions in determining the abundance structure of accommodated communities, a simulation using a single set of 80 species was run for 600 million generations, with disruptions every two million generations (figure 4a).

This frequency of disruption is comparable with the duration of stable ecological intervals reported in the fossil record [9–12]. If species’ interactions are dominant, then the system is expected to return to a similar transient state after each disruption; if initial population sizes are dominant, then the post-disruption state is expected to reflect its post-disruption starting point.

Because the nature and magnitude of disruption to ecological systems can vary from negligible shifts in the population sizes of a few species to mass extinction of a majority of lineages, two end-member types of disruption were explored. Minor disruptions were implemented by reducing all absolute population sizes, but keeping species’ relative abundances constant. Under these circumstances, the system was found to rapidly return to and continue pre-disruption accommodated population size trajectories.

Major disruptions were implemented by randomly reassigning population sizes to different species in the pool. Disrupting species’ population sizes by complete reorganization is expected to eliminate any degree of autocorrelation in abundances across disruption events. The goal of the simulation presented here is to determine how much change can occur without actually losing incumbent species or gaining new species. Events involving extinction and invasion are clearly important in the real
world but essentially represent a community composed of an entirely or partly new suite of species at each disruption, making pre- and post-disruption comparison ambiguous. Random reassignment was used because abundance distributions under transient conditions evolve through time rather than settling into a characteristic equilibrium form; reassignment allowed species’ dominance rankings to be shuffled, while preserving the form of the relative abundance distribution between disruption episodes (figure 5b). Little is known about the degree to which disruptions preserve abundance distributions in real examples, which probably varies from case to case.

Species rankings at the end of each two million generation interval following a major disruption show no significant correlation from one accommodated state to another (mean Spearman $\rho = 3.50 \times 10^{-4}$, s.e. = $5.49 \times 10^{-4}$), although population size magnitudes do show a small but significant correlation (mean Pearson $r = 7.47 \times 10^{-2}$, s.e. = $5.47 \times 10^{-2}$; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). In contrast, comparison of initial post-disruption population sizes with their sizes after two million generations shows small but significant correlation of their rankings (mean Spearman $\rho =$...
Fig. 5. The effect of perturbations on accommodated community states. (a) Seven of 300 perturbations imposed every $2 \times 10^6$ generations for $600 \times 10^6$ generations. Colours correspond to different species; note that species do not return to pre-perturbation population sizes after each disruption event. Time on the $x$-axis is linear, unlike figure 2. (b) Average rank abundance distribution after $2 \times 10^6$ generations. Black line is mean value of overlapping grey lines corresponding to each accommodated interval. The simulation uses 80 species with niche widths distributed randomly and uniformly between 0.10 and 0.20 (mean niche width = 0.15). The first 10 intervals were discarded because their abundance distributions remained correlated to the initial population size values.

$8.34 \times 10^{-2}$, s.e. = $6.83 \times 10^{-3}$) and substantial correlation of their magnitudes (mean Pearson $r = 0.92$, s.e. = $2.16 \times 10^{-3}$). These results indicate that although transiently accommodated communities are somewhat structured by species interactions, the influence of such processes is much weaker than that of initial population sizes in the simulations presented here.

(e) Invasibility and assembly of model communities

Community assembly is often conceived as a process in which new species successively invade an existing assemblage [35–40]. Successful invasion is contingent upon the invader having niche characteristics that allow it to consume sufficient resources for its population to increase (i.e. $\text{d}N/\text{d}t > 0$) from very small size [13,31]. Invasibility is low in accommodated communities (electronic supplementary material, figure S4) because available resources are low, hindering growth of small populations (figure 3). Low invasibility suggests that the best opportunity for an invader to become numerically significant is to enter the community before resource availability is effectively minimized as the accommodated dynamic becomes established (i.e. during or immediately after disruption).

4. DISCUSSION

(a) Comparison with a fossil example: Permian basin brachiopods

The simulations presented here suggest that high-diversity competitive communities can result in transient states that can last for millions of generations (i.e. geological timescales). Although species abundances are not fixed under such conditions, relative species proportions are quite persistent if undisturbed; if disrupted, they are relatively easy to reorganize into alternative states. Unlike systems in a state of stable coexistence, such communities do not have an inherent limit on diversity and carry an extinction debt [41].

These properties are strongly reminiscent of punctuated community reorganization observed in fossil brachiopod assemblages associated with the Permian Reef (approx. 275.6–260.4 Myr ago) exposed in the Guadalupe and Glass Mountains of west Texas [11,42]. Brachiopods are sessile marine filter-feeders that in this case lived at a depth of several hundred metres and consumed organic matter that was ultimately produced in shallow, photic waters. Multivariate analysis of 511 collections, including 967 species from 190 genera [11], indicates a series of distinct faunal associations in the study interval that coincide with seven independently recognized depositional sequences (i.e. bodies of relatively conformable rock bounded by geological unconformities reflecting significant drops in relative sea level; depositional sequences in this case do not overlap one another temporally [43–46]). Ordinations indicate that species were predominantly organized along linear gradients within each sequence [11], suggesting niche differentiation among taxa. As a crude estimate of niche widths, the mean proportion of the ordinated gradient in each sequence occupied by individual genera ranges from 0.138 to 0.267, producing packing densities comparable with the simulations presented above (electronic supplementary material).

Between 50 and 79 per cent of the genera present in any one sequence span at least five of the seven sequences (electronic supplementary material, figure S4), indicating that the distinctive faunal association characteristic of each sequence was drawn from a largely overlapping pool of lineages [42]. This continuity of lineages contrasts with the iconic case study of punctuated community turnover from the shallow marine Siluro-Devonian Appalachian Basin of New York state and adjacent areas [9]. In that example, species losses between stable intervals typically range from 70 to 90 per cent, with the fauna in each static interval including a high proportion of species seeded from outside the basin. However, extinction levels in the Devonian example are measured at the species level, elevating taxonomic discontinuity between static intervals relative to the genus-level analysis of the Permian Basin brachiopod case, which emphasizes continuity in a lineage of successive related species. In the Permian Basin case, there is evidence that lineages could survive in the basin at very low relative abundances rather than go extinct: based on a dataset from the Glass Mountains [47], 36 of 512 species were represented by a single individual out of a total of 855,047 specimens (i.e. seven per cent of all observed species had a proportion as rare as possible in this enormous sample). In addition, lineages that were very rare or absent in the basin through several
sequences have been observed to become dominant in a subsequent sequence [48].

Overall, Permian Basin brachiopods appear to satisfy the main criteria for the emergence of competitive accommodation: a large pool of taxa that were niche-differentiated but had broad niche overlap, and whose primary resource was undifferentiated and provided as a flux independent of the size of brachiopod populations. The fact that fossil assemblages were organized along gradients in each depositional sequence indicates that they were not strictly neutral, and the fact that they did not return to their previous state when disrupted indicates that they do not represent stable equilibria. Accommodated dynamics can explain the remarkably high diversity of brachiopods in the Permian Basin as well as their repeated reorganizations, in this case in response to disruptions associated with basin-wide sea-level fluctuations.

(b) Niches and neutrality in accommodated communities

The consumer–resource model used here produces several results reminiscent of the neutral theory of biodiversity [15]. For example, the slow drift of population sizes through time is superficially similar in both models. However, because the consumer–resource model is continuous and deterministic, whereas the neutral model is discrete (i.e. individual-based) and stochastic, the origin of drift in the two models is fundamentally different. In the neutral model, population sizes drift as individual organisms are stochastically added to or removed from populations of functionally equivalent species [15]. In contrast, apparent drift in accommodated systems is the result of deterministic adjustment of species population sizes as overall resource consumption efficiency increases through time. Accommodation mimics neutrality not by imposing strict functional equivalence of species but rather by allowing ecologically differentiated species to be combined into alternative suites that come very close to being functionally equivalent at any location on the gradient.

In essence, the consumer–resource model with niche-differentiated species predicts the long-term expected trajectories of species’ populations in the absence of stochastic processes. Simulating a community in which all species have identical niche optimum and width (i.e. a neutral community) using the consumer–resource model shows no change from species’ initial proportions (figure 6), unlike the varying population sizes and extinctions seen in the discrete, stochastic version of the neutral model [15]. An important consequence of examining averages rather than individual-based population histories is that the consumer–resource model almost certainly underestimates the rate of species loss from accommodated communities: although populations in the model can be driven to extinction, they can also get infinitesimally small without actually going extinct. Since stochastic extinction is primarily an issue for species with very low abundance, this suggests that the population trajectories predicted by the consumer–resource model are most relevant for populations that are large in terms of absolute size (i.e. unlikely to go extinct stochastically). Nevertheless, in the simulations presented here, the proportional abundances of rare species neither become infinitesimally small very quickly (figure 5b) nor are they substantially rarer than the rarest species in the Permian brachiopod example (1/855047), suggesting that the lack of a limit on rarity in the model may not be a major concern if the scale of the system being examined is sufficiently large.

The requirement of high diversity and large absolute population sizes for the emergence of accommodated dynamics suggests that the model is most appropriate for understanding regional species pools rather than small, local communities. In fact, the model presented here corresponds to the expected outcome of a special case of the metacommunity model of Loreau et al. [49], in which consumer–resource equations were used to describe competitive interactions in discrete local patches. If patches are numerous and connected by unconstrained dispersal, the dispersal advantage for species with high metacommunity abundance can counteract the advantage of superior competitors in local communities, potentially leading to a long approach to a final steady state. Determining whether long-term transients can emerge in spatially explicit metacommunity models [49–52] will require further modelling studies.

(c) Evolutionary implications

In addition to incorporating population stochasticity, the neutral model also incorporates the originations of new species. In fact, without replacement of extinct species, the neutral model will collapse to a final state in which all species but one have been lost. (Analogously, the consumer–resource model also loses species in its final state, but more than one can stably coexist by partitioning the resource space into different species.) The results presented here suggest that large, high-diversity ecological systems can persist in a competitively accommodated state for durations approaching or exceeding the evolutionary lifetime of many species. Without explicitly incorporating evolution in species’ niche properties [25,53,54], it is not clear whether lineages would show strong directional or stabilizing selection owing to intense competition in an accommodated system, nor whether they would undergo random walks in an effectively uniform competitive environment. In addition to anagenetic change within lineages, the opportunity for

Figure 6. A simulation of twenty species with identical niche optimum and width. In this deterministic formulation of the neutral model, initial species proportions are maintained indefinitely, there is no drift in population sizes, and there are no extinctions due to either competitive exclusion or stochastic drift to zero.
the cladogenetic origin and establishment of new species in accommodated communities is not clear: such regimes are not welcoming to invaders, whether these originate within the community or elsewhere, but accommodated systems do have the potential to allow initially rare new species to persist at very low population levels (figure 3). Although the model presented here does not incorporate evolution, extending existing individual-based models of evolution both within populations and among a network of interacting species to include resource-based competition suggests a fruitful direction for future research [55–58].

In addition to the evolution of individual lineages, long-duration accommodation has potential macromolecular implications. The rock record indicates that environmental perturbations at a wide variety of scales (regional, continental and global) were common in the geological past. Although these are stereotypically associated with mass extinctions [59], many show biological response through changes in ecology, behaviour or biogeographic distribution rather than wholesale loss of lineages [60]. Recurrent perturbations of systems in an accommodated state below the threshold for mass extinction could act to enhance long-term diversity by resetting the system and giving ultimately unviable species a reprieve from being driven to extinction by competition (i.e. putting off payment of the accommodated community’s extinction debt [41]).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The model presented here suggests that high-diversity competitive communities can persist for millions of generations outside a state of stable coexistence. Under these conditions, high levels of diversity appear to inherently promote their own persistence. Population sizes in such accommodated systems are highly sensitive to their initial proportions and can be substantially reorganized when perturbed. Although this dynamic is certainly not universally applicable, a pattern of long-term ecological persistence punctuated by episodic reorganization in the fossil record is consistent with accommodation dynamics. Modern high-diversity communities may also be examples of systems in an accommodated state. If so, they may react to present-day stresses in a manner analogous to examples from the Earth’s past, implying that such systems may have very good potential to recover from present-day damage as long as lineages are not driven to terminal extinction, but that recovered states could be quite different in species composition, despite being functionally comparable, to their pre-disturbance state.
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